Photolytic determination of charge state for large proteins and fragments in an ion trap mass spectrometer.
One of the major shortcomings of linear ion trap mass spectrometers is poor resolution. Failure to resolve isotopic peaks makes charge state determination for large proteins very difficult, hindering the ability to perform top-down proteomics. Peptides, proteins and corresponding fragments modified with para-iodobenzoate were trapped and irradiated with 266 nm light from an Nd:YAG laser. Loss of iodine due to photodissociation was then used to assign charge states by measuring the corresponding m/z shifts. Initial experiments on small peptides illustrate the feasibility of the method. Further studies performed on larger proteins in higher charge states yielded similar results, revealing that fragment ions over a significant mass range either remain in or are quickly cooled to the laser overlap region of the ion trap. Rapid charge state assignment for both whole molecules and collision-induced dissociation (CID) fragments can be obtained by photoactivation of chromophores with labile carbon-iodine bonds.